The guidelines which the Duché de Bicolline follows and applies derive from the colour codes by area established by the government. La Mauricie is currently in the orange zone.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS ON ACCESS TO
THE DUCHÉ

• Online registration for access to these weekends is mandatory. Without prior registration, access to the land will be refused. Registrations can be found in the «Activities» section of our website.

• Your cession must be in order to have access to your building (this concerns the payment for the year 2020-2021)

• The policy remains the same, that is to say that you have access once a month to your buildings, from Friday starting at 12h for a departure on Sunday at 6pm at the latest.

• Access is reserved only for cession owners, their spouse and children:

  • Prohibited:
    • visitors from another address, except for a single resident, with dependent children if applicable
  • Accepted:
    • a close caregiver
    • person providing service or support
    • labour force for planned work
    • a person residing alone, with their dependent children if applicable, may join the persons residing at a single other address, provided that they form a stable group. It is requested that the groups thus formed refrain from gathering in their homes with any other person who is not part of the group.

• If you are sick or have symptoms similar to Covid-19, please stay home.

• No gatherings on-site.

• Basic guidelines should be applied such as distancing and hand disinfection. We ask everyone to bring their own hand sanitizer.

• The common buildings of the Duché de Bicolline are not accessible (Auberge, Vieille Taverne, Faubourg shelter, Fort, etc...)

SANITARY & WASTE

• The shower/toilet units will be open and cleaned every 4 hours during the day. The showers will be accessible by purchasing a shower card at the reception.
  ○ Opening hours of the sanitary building: 8h to 12h, 13h to 17h, 18h to 22h. Closed from 22h to 8h.
  ○ You will find disinfectant at the entrance of the sanitary building, please disinfect your hands before entering.

• Three water points will be accessible and identified in the Old Town, Northern District and Upper Town (water will only be opening in May). These water points are reserved strictly for the supply of drinking water and in no case should they be used as a dishwashing or washing point.
  ○ At each water point you will find disinfectant, please disinfect your hands before using the tap.
• **Waste management: you must leave with all your waste/recycling.** A container will be available on-site from May.

• A few chemical toilets are distributed on the land. They are identified to the group that can use them. These are the washrooms of the current construction sites, please do not use them.

---

**ARRIVAL**

- There will be someone at the reception everyday:
  - Opening hours: Friday 12h to 20h30, Saturday 9h to 18h and Sunday 9h to 18h
  - Everyone has to leave by 18h on Sunday

- Please note that the wooden doors of the grounds will be open and closed according to established reception hours. However, the parking lot remains open for access to your vehicles at all times.

- No arrival possible outside the hours mentioned above.

- It is imperative that you present yourself to the reception building (1480 Chemin Principal) upon arrival.

- The usual instructions apply concerning cars. You can access the grounds upon your arrival to unload your equipment, then you must park your car on the parking lots of the Duché.
Curfew
21H30 TO 5H

Wearing the mask is recommended

Please disinfect/wash your hands regularly
The information contained in this document may be adapted following the health and government guidelines announced. Please consult this document before each stay.

**THANK YOU FOR YOUR UNDERSTANDING AND COLLABORATION.**

**WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU AGAIN ON THE DUCHÉ!**

See you soon,
The team of Duché de Bicolline